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Press Start Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Milan Jaram (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In 1980, computers were
instruments of science and mathematics, military secrets and academia. Stern administrators
lorded over sterile university laboratories and stressed one point to the wide-eyed students
privileged enough to set foot within them: Computers were not toys. Defying authority, hackers
seized control of monolithic mainframes to create a new breed of computer game: the roguelike,
cryptic and tough-as-nails adventures drawn from text-based symbols instead of state-of-the-art 3D
graphics. Despite their visual simplicity, roguelike games captivate thousands of players around the
world. From the author of the bestselling Stay Awhile and Listen series, Dungeon Hacks introduces
you to the visionaries behind some of the most popular roguelikes of all time, and shows how their
creations paved the way for the blockbuster video games of today-and beyond.
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An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer  I--  Nelle Scha efer  I

Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet again yet again later on. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do Roha n III--  Edwa r do Roha n III
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